In high schools, your capacity to comprehend, organize, memorize and reproduce ideas are critical. What about University learning? How do you create your own new ideas by learning from others? Do you know how to avoid plagiarism in your academic work?

Do you know that you can personalize the Library tools to make your search more effective and precise?

In this 3 min presentation, you will learn how to conduct outstanding research for not only your university study but also for your future careers, and make good use of the search tools offered by the HKU Libraries!
Now you have learnt how to use information wisely, connect ideas and meet the expectations of university-level learning!

Besides the self-learning course, you can also personalize the Library tools to make your search more precise, in order to enhance your efficiency of doing assignments and research.
Library Tools to customize resources search for Your Studies

1. **FIND@HKUL**
   - one-stop search for various resources in HKU Libraries as well as all 8 UGC-funded university libraries in Hong Kong.

2. **BrowZine**
   - a simple online platform to search and read selected academic journals subscribed by the Libraries.
1. Find@HKUL

It is a research tool that allows one-stop search for various resources including books, e-books, videos, articles, digital media in HKU Libraries as well as all 8 UGC-funded university libraries in Hong Kong.
From the search results page, you can:

- Choose combination of facets to narrow the search results
- Click “Personalize” to select your preferred disciplines
Search for selective resources by choosing one or more disciplines.
The search can also be extended to all 8 UGC-funded university libraries in Hong Kong by selecting “HKALL”.

- An effective and easy tool for you to do research
- Visit this link and check out the user guide of Find@HKUL
2. BrowZine

A simple online platform to search and read selected academic journals subscribed by the Libraries. You can get updated and additional insights by tracking different Journals.

Find it from the HKU libraries or click here.
You can track newly released journal articles for your interests or studies!

Check more tips for using BrowZine

Save journals and articles to “My Bookshelf” and “My Articles”

You can browse by:
- A subject area and subcategory;
- A specific title or keywords
What’s Next?

- Now you know how to utilize research tools for finding useful materials and information!
- Continue to view our last briefing in this series: “Ace your Studies With Library Resources” for subject-specific online resources offered by the HKUL.

- Got questions on library resources? WhatsApp-a-librarian: 5441 5441
- Got questions on your studies? Talk to AAO: aaoffice@hku.hk
  WhatsApp: 5413 6321